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GAI GUIDE TO STANDARDS

This Guide is one of a series of “GAI Guides to Standards” which the Guild of 
Architectural Ironmongers have published relating to British or European Standards which 
are relevant to the architectural ironmongery industry. They highlight background and 
detail on the relevant product, provide information on the specific standard and explain 
what harmonisation or designation is, where applicable. This GAI Guide relates to 
controlled door closing devices.

Definition

A controlled door closing device itself is defined in EN 1154 as “a manually operated 
door closing mechanism where the energy for closing is generated by the user upon 
opening the door, and when released, returns the door to the closed position, in a 
controlled manner” (for further detail please refer to GAI Guide to Standards: EN 1154).

History and etymology

Devices to close doors have been required as long as doors have been in use.  
Gravity alone may be considered to be the first “door closer.” Before any mechanical 
devices were attached to doors to close them, the way in which the door was hung 
automatically closed the door once opened.

One of the first references concerning a device to close a door can be found in the 
writings of Hero of Alexandria who describes his “automata” which controlled the doors 
of temples, both opening and closing them automatically.

The earliest English patent for a door closing device consisting of weights and pulleys 
was issued in 1786 to Francis Moore The first English patent issued that mentions a spring 
can be traced to a few years later to that of Henry Downer.[(Ironmonger) of Fleet Street, 
London recognised for the invention of a “spring to shut a door” (1790)

The EN 1155 standard was introduced at the same time as EN 1154 in September 1997. 
The word close has been in use from before 1050 from the Middle English “clos”. This 
was derived from Old French / Latin clausus, past participle of claudere to close and the 
medieval Latin clūsa.
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“Happiness often 
sneaks in through a 
door you didn’t know 
you left open”
John Barrymore

BS EN 1155:1997
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Why do we need doors to be held open?

In the UK, many doors within a building are fire rated. This means that anyone moving 
through the building will have to open almost every door, pulling or pushing against the 
door closer. In busy corridors and other high traffic areas, this is frustrating, and often 
leads to people solving the problem by wedging doors open. This is in breach of fire 
safety regulations, irresponsible, and potentially life threatening. There is a much safer 
alternative. Electro-magnetic devices are available which suspend the self-closing action 
in door controls for as long as there is an electricity supply connected. If the power is cut, 
the door resumes its self-closing function. It cannot be put back into hold open mode until 
the power supply is restored. 

What impact do building regulations have on electro-magnetic door 
controls?

Building Regulations generally require fire doors to be self-closing. Current exceptions 
are doors to stores or ducts which are normally kept locked shut, and doors 
within domestic dwellings and flats. Approved Document B also makes specific 
recommendations on hold-open devices for Residential care homes where it states that 
“the specification of door-closing devices for fire doors should take account the needs of 
residents. In particular where self-closing doors could present an obstacle to the residents 
of the building then the following hardware in accordance with BS EN 1155:1997 would 
be appropriate; Bedrooms – free-swing door closers. Circulation Spaces – hold-open 
devices.

Types of hold open device defined in EN 1155

An electrically powered hold-open device is defined under three types in EN 1155:

1. An electrically powered separate hold-open device: “A device that allows a door, 
fitted with a separate door closer, to remain open at either a preset or chosen angle 
until electrically released.”

2. An electrically powered hold-open door closer “door closer that incorporates an 
electrically powered hold-open.”

3. An electrically powered free-swing door closer “door closer that allows a door, 
after an initial  opening to a predetermined position, to swing freely anywhere from 
that position to its closed position without any resistance or damping. Upon removal 
of the electrical supply, the door returns to the closed position under the control of the 
door closer.

A controlled door closing device itself is defined in EN 1154 as “a manually operated 
door closing mechanism where the energy for closing is generated by the user upon 
opening the door, and when released, returns the door to the closed position, in a 
controlled manner” (for further detail please refer to GAI Guide to Standards: EN 1154).
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Types of hold open devices

Separate
hold-open
devices

Electro-magnetic
floor spring

Electro-magnetic
overhead door
closer

Free swing door
closer

BS EN 1155:1997
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Scope:

The standard  specifies  requirements for separate electrically powered hold-open 
devices and also for hold-open mechanisms incorporated in a door closer. Whilst these 
devices may incorporate smoke or fire detection elements, the performance of these 
particular elements  is outside the scope of EN 1155. The standard provides details on 
product types, classification by use, test cycles, door mass, corrosion resistance, as 
well as definitions, product performance requirements, test apparatus, test methods and 
marking of products. In addition, the published standards include annexes illustrating the 
various points made through diagrams and supplementary text.

Classification:

Almost all European architectural hardware standards follow a common format to 
help ease their understanding by users. Each product is classified under a number of 
performance headings and, generally , these are the same for all products. All products 
are “marked” with a six or more digit classification coding which shows, in fine detail, 
just what levels of product performance are being claimed for the item. The classification 
system when applied to all items of architectural hardware, will enable complementary 
items all to be specified to, for instance, a common level of corrosion resistance, 
category of use, door mass, etc. The EN 1155 standard classifies door closers using the  
6 digit coding system described above.

Example:

The marking denotes  denotes an electrically powered hold-open device suitable for a 
range from power size 3 to power size 6.  

The standard BS EN 1155:1997- Electrically powered  hold-open devices for swing doors

Types of hold open devices
v

BS EN 1155:1997

3 5 3 1 1 0
6
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Digit 3 – Test door mass/size
•  Grade 3: 60kg / 950mm
•  Grade 4: 80kg / 1100mm
•  Grade 5: 100kg / 1250mm
•  Grade 6:120kg / 1400mm
•  Grade 7: 160kg / 1600mm

Digit 5 – Safety
All electrically powered hold open 
devices are required to satisfy the 
Essential Requirement of safety in use 
contained in the Construction Products 
Directive issued by the EU. Therefore, 
only Grade 1 is identified.

Digit 2 – Number of test cycles
•  Grade 5 : 50,000 cycles. For all stand alone 

 electrically powered hold open devices.

• Grade 8: 500,000 test cycles. For all  
 electrically powered hold-open and free- 
 swing door closers and devices that contain  
 operating arms.

Digit 4 – Fire behaviour
Only one grade of fire resistance is identified for 
electrically powered hold open devices.

•  Grade 1: Suitable for use on fire/smoke door   
 assemblies, subject to satisfactory assessment of 
 the contribution of the door closer to the fire   
 resistance of specified fire/smoke assemblies.

Digit 6 – Corrosion resistance
•  Grade 0: no defined  
 corrosion resistance
•  Grade 1: mild resistance.
•  Grade 2: moderate resistance.
•  Grade 3: high resistance.
•  Grade 4: very high resistance.

Classification - BS EN 1155:1997- Electrically powered  hold-open devices for swing doors

3    8   3/6   1   1 0

Digit 1 – Category of use
•  Category 3 – For all internal and 
 external doors for use by the  
 public, and others, with little  
 incentive to take care, i.e. where  
 there is some chance of misuse of  
 the door.

Marking on product
The standard requires that each door closer and 
separately supplied accessory manufactured to 
the standard shall be marked with the following:

A) The manufacturer’s name or trademark or 
other means of identification.

B) Product model identification.
C) The six-digit classification listed above.
D) The number of the European Standard  

(BS EN 1155).
E) The year and week of manufacture (may 

be coded). 
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Fire resisting doors

It should be noted that  EN 1154 for Controlled door closing devices makes the following 
recommendation as to the features considered necessary for such devices when they are 
fitted to fire and smoke resisting doors:
“The door closer shall not include a hold open device unless it is an electrically powered 
device in accordance with EN 1155.”

Related standards

There are two further standards which relate to door closing devices which are also 
harmonised or designated under  the CPR. 

BS EN 1154:1997 Building hardware. Controlled door closing devices. Requirements 
and test methods

BS EN 1158:1997 Building hardware. Door coordinator devices. Requirements and test 
methods 

Claims of conformity

Conformity to the standard must be clearly and unequivocally stated. Such phrases as 
“tested to ...”,”designed to conform to ...”,  “approved to ...”, are not sufficient. To avoid 
misleading or confusing claims it is recommended that one of the following phrases is 
used when stating conformity: 

a) This product has been successfully type-tested for conformity to all of the 
requirements of BS EN 1155 test reports and/or certificates are available upon 
request.

b) This product has been successfully type-tested for conformity to all of the 
requirements of BS EN 1155 including the additional requirements for fire/smoke 
door use*. Test reports and/or certificates are available upon request. *Add as 
appropriate.

c) This product has been successfully type-tested for conformity to all of the 
requirements of BS EN 1155 including the additional requirements for fire/smoke 
door use*. Regular audit testing is undertaken. Test reports and/or certificates are 
available upon request.*Add as appropriate.

d) As it is important that a producer is extremely careful about the accuracy of the claims 
it makes, so it is important for ironmongery specifiers to be equally vigilant in ensuring 
that they ask for, and receive, copies of the Test Certification and Declaration of 
Performance.      

GAI GUIDES TO STANDARDS BS EN 1155:1997
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Harmonisation, designation, Declarations of performance

BS EN 1154 standard is a harmonised/designated European standard. From 1 July 
2013, under the Construction Products Regulation (CPR), it became mandatory for 
manufacturers to apply CE marking to any of their products covered by a harmonised 
European standard (hEN) or Technical Assessment. Equally from 1st January 2022 it will 
be mandatory for UKCA marking to be applied on UK designated standards.

Manufacturers should also be aware that in addition to a valid CE or UKCA Mark, 
they must now legally provide a Declaration of Performance (DoP) with every relevant 
product, either with the product or on their website. Without a DoP, the conformity Mark is 
invalid. GAI Member Companies can log in to the GAI micro site www.gaidop.org.uk to 
complete their product DoP.

CE/UKCA/UKNI marking 

Controlled Door Closing Devices are covered by the Construction Products Regulation 
issued by the European Commission for EU, or the UK equivalent of CPR for GB. 
Consequently, this standard is regarded as a “harmonised” standard in EU and 
“designated” standard in GB and compliance with it, supported by suitable evidence, 
requires the application of the CE/UKCA/UKNI mark. As fire/smoke door hinges 
have a critical safety function, application of the UKCA/CE/UKNI mark requires the 
involvement of a notified certification body to provide verification of the compliance 
claims. 

This involves initial type testing of the product to EN 1935, initial inspection of the 
manufacturer’s factory production control and continuing surveillance and approval of 
the factory production control. On satisfactory completion of these tasks, the EU notified 
or GB approved body issues an EC Certificate of Conformity which then permits the 
manufacturer to declare compliance and affix the relevant product marking to his 
product.

Note that, although the notified/approved body has to be involved to verify the 
manufacturer’s claims, the manufacturer remains responsible for designing and producing 
the product, for affixing the CE /UKCA/UKNI marking and for ensuring that the product 
meets the requirements of the Directive.

BS EN 1155:1997

http://www.gaidop.org.uk
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Harmonised/designated standard definitions

Harmonised European standards (hENs) are European standards specially created to 
support European directives. Compliance with a hEN creates a legal presumption of 
conformity with some or all of the technical requirements of a directive. Some directives 
do not recognise hENs and in many other cases their use is, strictly speaking, voluntary.

• The European Construction Products Regulation, however, requires products within 
their scope to declare their performance in accordance with the relevant hEN. This 
means that, for CE marking under the CPR, only testing carried out in accordance 
with the hEN is valid.

• UK designated standards are the UK equivalent of a European harmonised 
standard. These are developed by a recognised national or international standards 
body through a process of consensus, which is designated by UK Secretary of State 
and is recognised by UK government in part or in full by publishing its reference on 
GOV.UK in a formal notice of publication.

• Any product in the following list should now be CE/UKCA/UKNI marked before 
being placed on the market for use in the situations specified.

• These marks, when applied to ironmongery products, are able to help customers be 
certain that the item they are being offered will perform well and help to ensure a 
safe environment for the building users for many years.

• There are many European standards for items of door hardware. Some of these 
standards require a product to be “CE/UKCA/UKNI Marked”. The products 
concerned are those which perform a vital function in the performance of fire, 
smoke and escape doors. These marks indicate that the product achieves at least the 
minimum performance deemed essential in certain aspects of its performance. The 
elements of its performance which are essential are listed in an Annex ZA at the end 
of the standard. These are not necessarily all the aspects of the product which have 
been tested. It’s only those which are important in a fire emergency.

Product Type BS EN Number Usage

Single axis hinge BS EN 1935
Doors on escape routes AND  
fire/smoke control doors

Door closing devices BS EN 1154 Fire/smoke control doors

Electrically powered 
H.O. devices

BS EN 1155 Fire/smoke control doors

Door co-ordinators BS EN 1158 Fire/smoke control doors

Locks & latches BS EN 12209 Fire/smoke control doors

Electromechanical locks 
& latches

BS EN 14846 Fire/smoke control doors

Emergency exit  
hardware

BS EN 179 Locked doors on escape routes

Panic exit hardware BS EN 11125 Locked doors on escape routes

BS EN 1155:1997
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Approved and Notified Bodies

• As of 1 January 2021, UK Notified Bodies previously operating under the EU 
Construction Products Regulation and based in the UK no longer have Notified Body 
status. They have, however been granted new UK ‘Approved Body’ status and are 
listed on a new UK database on the gov.uk website.

• Approved bodies will be able to undertake conformity assessment activity for UK 
designated standards

UKCA /CE+UKNI Marking update

The current situation regarding UKCA marking is:

• UKCA marking is not recognised anywhere in the EU (including the Republic of 
Ireland).

• CE marking will no longer be recognised in GB (England, Wales & Scotland) from 
1.1.23.

• Therefore UKCA marking will be the only recognised conformity mark in GB after 
31.12.22.

• CE marking will continue to be recognised in Northern Ireland, in addition to the 
CE+UKNI mark.

• UKCA mark will not be accepted in Northern Ireland.

• For goods shipped from Northern Ireland to GB, they will fall under the NI 
Protocol,meaning they will enjoy “unfettered access” to the GB market and any mark 
recognised in NI will be accepted in GB. This includes CE and CE+UKNI.)

• Where UKCA marking requires a conformity assessment by a UK approved body, 
EU notified bodies are not recognised for this purpose; any compulsory conformity 
assessment supporting the UKCA mark must have been carried out by a UK 
approved body

Product Marking Great Britain (Eng/Sco/Wal) Northern Ireland European Union

CAN sell in to 
Great Britain

CAN sell in to Great Britain up to 
31.12.22. CANNOT sell after*

CANNOT sell in to 
Great Britain*

CANNOT sell in to  
Northern Ireland

CAN sell in to  
Northern Ireland

CAN sell in to  
Northern Ireland

CANNOT  
sell in to EU

CANNOT  
sell in to EU

CAN  
sell in to EU

*Unless NI manufacturer under unfettered access of NI protocol

BS EN 1155:1997
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• GAI Introduction to 
Standards

• BS EN 1154
• BS EN 1155
• BS EN 1125
• BS EN 179
• BS EN 1303
• BS EN 1906

• BS EN 1935
• BS EN 16005
• BS EN 13637
• BS EN 12209 (2003 

and 2016)
• BS 3621/8621/10621
• BS 8300 1&2
• BS 8613

• GAI Guide to doorset 
standards

• GAI Guide to BIM 
Standards

• BS EN 1158
• BS EN 14846
• BS EN 1527

GAI Specifiers’ Guides

GAI have now published a set of Specifiers Guides relating to ironmongery and access 
control product for the Construction industry. These are aimed at assisting all who are 
involved in the specification process from the architect, architectural technician, interior 
designer, M&E consultant right through to the specifying architectural ironmonger.  
There are ten titles as follows:

• Ironmongery, fire doors and intumescent protection (NEW)
• UKCA Marking
• Ironmongery in a post pandemic world
• Ironmongery and the impact of the Internet of Things
• Ironmongery and security (endorsed by Secured by Design)
• Ironmongery and accessibility
• Ironmongery for fire and escape doors
• Ironmongery for specialist applications
• The specification of access control
• Ironmongery and the impact of the environment

GAI Guides to Standards

The GAI have an extensive library of Guides to Standards. These Guides provide 
information not just on the Standard itself but also some background on the relevant 
product. The following is a list of the standards on which the Guides are based:

BS EN 1155:1997

GAI RIBA Approved CPDs

The GAI have eleven CPD presentations which have been approved by RIBA and are all 
available to member companies to purchase and deliver to their architects and specifiers. 
As these have been approved by RIBA they are all worth double points to RIBA members. 
For further information please see here

The following is a list of each CPD presentation:
•Ironmongery, fire doors and intumescent protection (NEW) 
•Ironmongery specification in a COVID-19 world
• Ironmongery and the impact of the Internet of Things
• Ironmongery and the Environment
• Specifiers guide to Access Control
• Ironmongery for fire and escape doors
• Architects Guide to door hardware
• Ironmongery and accessibility
• Ironmongery and security
• Ironmongery and specialist applications
• Installation of fire doors and associated ironmongery

  IRONMONGERY AND SECURITY
GAI  SPECIFIER’S GUIDE
The specifier’s guide to security issues relating to doors and 
how the specification of the right ironmongery hardware can 
help.

ENDORSED BY
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Contact details 

This “Guide to Standard” comes courtesy of the GAI Technical Information Service and 
has been written by the GAI Technical Manager, Douglas Masterson. 

If you have any further questions then please contact:  
Douglas Masterson, GAI Technical Manager:  
Telephone: +44 (0)7469 141657 
E-mail: douglas.masterson@gai.org.uk

Sponsor

The GAI would like to express our gratitude to the sponsor of this manual:

This GAI Guide to Standards is published electronically by

The Guild of Architectural Ironmongers  
Ironmongers’ Hall, Shaftesbury Place, Aldersgate Street, 
London, EC2Y 8AA

Telephone: +44 (0)20 7033 2480 
www.gai.org.uk

© The Guild of Architectural Ironmongers Limited

Code of Practice: Hardware for fire and escape doors

Further information on the correct selection of items of ironmongery for use on all fire 
resisting and escape route doors can be found in the “Code of Practice: Hardware  
for fire and escape doors” this is available on the GAI website www.gai.org.uk  
or www.firecode.org.uk.

About the GAI

The Guild of Architectural Ironmongers (GAI is the only trade body in the UK that 
represents the interests of the whole architectural ironmongery industry - architectural 
ironmongers, wholesalers and manufacturers. Its reputation is built on three key areas: 
education, technical support and community. 

Its qualifications, education and CPD programmes are widely respected in the UK and 
overseas, including the GCC and Hong Kong. Its technical information service is the only 
specialist service of its kind, providing GAI members with comprehensive advice on issues 
relating to the legislation, regulations and standards governing the use of architectural 
ironmongery and related hardware.
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